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Preparing for the Future
IBA introduces MS-Data Science program
July 3, 2020: Data is the new oil and Data Science is the fossil fuel. Capitalizing on the versatile
faculty of Computer science, the IBA Karachi recently launched a Master of Science in Data Science
program commencing this Fall. The MS leading to the PhD program allows the students to opt for a
thesis alongside their course work. The program is aimed to facilitate students with a non-Computer
Science background as well.
The market-driven program will provide trained data scientists in the software industry and service
sectors locally and globally.

Academic Critique
Faculty launch book on the Federal Budget 2020-21
July 24, 2020: Shortly after the announcement of the Federal Budget 2020-21, the faculty members from the Department of
Economics came forth to provide insights on the budget and present solutions to the government on tackling economic
challenges.
An e-launch ceremony of book titled Policy Response during Challenging Times: Insights from the Federal Budget 2020-21
and the Way Forward was organized which was attended by officials from the Ministry of Finance.
The panel discussion featured the authors of the book including the Executive Director (ED) Dr. S Akbar Zaidi, Dr. Asma
Hyder, Dr. Qazi Masood, Dr. Muhammad Sabir, Dr. Wali Ullah, Dr. Adnan Haider, Dr. Aadil Nakhoda and Mr. Asif Iqbal.
During the discussion, the authors highlighted steps the government needs to take to increase public investment and pointed
out that according to their estimates, even the medium level impact will push 45.5 million additional individuals
below the poverty line, with the total number of the poor approaching 94.6 million (41.4% of the total population).
The e-book can be accessed here: https://www.iba.edu.pk/policy-response-during-challenging-times.pdf

Beyond Classroom
Nielsen Academy grads rejoice at virtual convocation
July 16, 2020: Nielsen and the IBA-CDC organized a virtual
graduation ceremony to congratulate graduating students of the
Nielsen Academy. The graduation ceremony was attended by the
ED, Managing Director Nielsen Ms. Quratulain Ibrahim,
Operations Lead Nielsen Mr. Moutasim Ehsan, core team members
of Nielsen and the IBA CDC, and graduating students of the
program. Students shared their reviews about how this program
added value in their early career development path.
Dr. Zaidi appreciated the collaborative efforts on the successful
execution of this program.
The program, comprising of both coursework and fieldwork equipped the graduating students with the latest market research dynamics from experts in the field.

Changing Complexities amidst COVID-19
GCRF organizes workshop on climate change
June 24-26, 2020: GCRF Climate Change and Urban Violence Global Engagement Network (CCUVN) organized a three-day online workshop Climate Change,
Cities and Violence in the Time of COVID-19 : Perspectives from South Asia. CCUVN, supported by the UK’s Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF), is a
pioneering initiative in examining the interface between urban violence and climate change research and practice. CCUVN is led by Prof. Dr. Nausheen H.
Anwar Director Karachi Urban Lab and co-directed by Dr. Arabella Fraser University of Nottingham United Kingdom.
The workshop’s aim was to generate new knowledge exchange by academics and practitioners who work on violence and climate change issues in South Asia,
by bringing into focus three interconnected themes:
(1) Gender, Climate Change and Violence
(2) Cities, Climate Change, Displacement and Development
(3) Covid-19, Securitization and Climate Change
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Mobilization Updates

Helping Hands
Bank Alfalah Islamic announce Alfalah Islamic Scholarship Program
July 10, 2020: The IBA Karachi and Bank Alfalah Islamic signed an MoU for Alfalah Islamic Scholarship Program to provide financial assistance for five fresh
undergraduate students for their entire first year. The MoU was signed by CEO and President of Bank Alfalah Mr. Atif Bajwa and the ED at a ceremony held at the
Bank Alfalah Head Office.
Under this agreement, Bank Alfalah Islamic will be contributing Rs. 850,000/- each (a total of Rs. 4.25 million) to fund the scholarships. The scholarships will be
awarded on a case-by-case basis and funding can cover complete educational expenses such as admission, tuition, hostel and books to support deserving students
in furthering their education.

Shouldering the financial burden
Financial relief plan announced during COVID-19
July 5, 2020: Under the Sindh COVID-19 Emergency Relief Ordinance 2020, the IBA Karachi has taken a number of key initiatives in order to provide relief to
those students and their families who are affected by COVID-19. For more info about the financial relief plan, click here:
https://www.iba.edu.pk/iba-implements-financial-relief-plan-during-covid19.php

The unbreakable bond
Alumni continue to support deserving students
July 28, 2020: The Institute offers its gratitude to the alumni for donating almost Rs. 75 million in 2019-20. The donations poured in through class scholarships,
individual contributions and support from companies.
The purpose of the donation is to provide financial relief to deserving IBA students. The alumni preferred the Scholarship Endowment Fund to help the IBA in
sustaining its financial assistance model.

Set-up of Mavara Ikram Scholarship
The MBA Class of 2006 recently set up an annual scholarship of Rs. 500,000
to sponsor the education of an undergraduate student. The scholarship will
be called Class of MBA 2006 - Mavara Ikram Scholarship in the memory of
their beloved batch mate.
The IBA Karachi is grateful to the MBA Class of 2006 for their contribution
and urges other alumni to come forward and give back to their alma mater.
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AD’s
Engagements
The engagements and academic contributions of AD FBA Dr. Huma Baqai are as follows:
July 28, 2020: Dr. Baqai delivered an online lecture on Evaluation of International Political Order and
Relevance to Pakistan to Pakistan army officers, organized by Command and Staff College Quetta.
July 23, 2020: Dr. Baqai was a panelist in a webinar titled, Unity in Diversity: The Pluralistic Sprit of
Federalism and its Reality on the Grounds in Pakistan organized by the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for
Freedom.
She spoke about federalism and the political agenda to support diversity in Pakistan.
July 23, 2020: Dr. Baqai delivered a lecture on Making Sense of Post COVID-19 World to senior police
officers, organized by National Highways and Motorways Police (NHMP) Training College Sheikhupura. She
shed light on both national and international impacts of COVID-19 and the power-holders’ response to the
crisis.
July 9-10, 2020: Dr. Baqai moderated a webinar on India China Standoff at Ladakh and its impacts on
Kashmir, organized by the Karachi Council on Foreign Relations. The panel included President AJK, Mr.
Sardar Masood Khan, Senator Mushahid Hussain Syed and Ambassador Mustafa Kamal Kazi.

TCF co-founder visits IBA
July 24, 2020: Mr. Mushtaq Chhapra, co-founder of The Citizen's
Foundation (TCF), met the ED at the Institute, where they discussed
various areas of collaboration between TCF and the IBA. Mr. Chhapra
also met a few TCF alumni who are currently studying at the IBA. He
briefed Dr. Zaidi about the TCF Alumni Development Program (ADP),
which was initiated in 2014-15 with the aim to guide TCF students to
higher education opportunities through short courses executed at the IBA.

TDAP holds webinar to train exporters
July 22, 2020: The National Exporters Training Program (NETP) session for Sialkot was conducted in the form of a webinar. NETP of Trade Development Authority
of Pakistan (TDAP) is a series of training designed in collaboration with the IBA Karachi for export oriented small and medium-sized enterprises of Pakistan. IBA
faculty members Dr. Najam A Anjum and Dr. Aadil Nakhoda developed this training and are now in the process of delivering it in different cities of Pakistan. So
far, Karachi, Lahore, Rawalpindi, Peshawar and Sialkot have been covered under this program.

CEJ Gazette
Humanitarian reporting workshop for digital media
July 21-23, 2020: The CEJ and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) conducted its first online workshop on Humanitarian Reporting for Digital
Media. The lead trainer for the workshop was a digital media strategist, trainer, and journalist Sahar Habib Ghazi. Guest lectures were delivered by the founder of
the Hummus For Thought blog Joey Ayoub and head of healthcare in danger program at ICRC Dr. Mirwais Khan. The workshop was attended by journalists from
various media organizations.

Faculty, students and alumni achievements
IBA takes great pride in the achievements of its faculty, students and alumni. In order to highlight their accomplishments, we have dedicated separate sections on
the IBA website highlighting their remarkable achievements. Click on the following links to read about how the IBA fraternity is excelling and contributing to the
society:
Faculty
https://www.iba.edu.pk/faculty-achievements.php
Students and Alumni
https://www.iba.edu.pk/academic-achievements.php
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News

The Insight Forum
July, 2020: The IBA-CDC has launched a new segment titled The Insight Forum featuring live webinars, talk shows, expert opinions, professional grooming
sessions, live Q&A sessions, and leadership lessons. The IBA-CDC aims to engage the graduating apprentices through multiple online interventions and to provide
them insights about different aspects of career and professional world. Through this Forum, three seasoned senior-level professionals shared their opinions and
invaluable expertise with the participants.

How to optimize job search and crack corporate interviews
July 16, 2020: In order to assist students regarding career growth and job hunt skills, the IBA CDC collaborated with the team of Get Work Now to conduct a
webinar on Gaps in job hunt strategy, search, resume and interview. The CEO and Founding Partner of Get Work Now Mr. M Ali Khalid Khan led the session and
shared useful tips about the ins and outs of corporate interviews.

AMAN-CED: Education for all
Launch of Online Entrepreneurship Program
June 29, 2020: The AMAN-CED launched Online Entrepreneurship
Program (OEP), which has been designed to facilitate participants in
identifying and follow-up on various opportunities in the business
and non-business context. The course focuses on using the
Entrepreneurial Plus Model® to help participants discover their
potential, arming them with skills and attitude to work with least
possible resources. More than 320 participants are taking this course
from around the globe. The OEP also held a successful woman
training session for its female participants, where in-house women
entrepreneurship model was shared along with different
engagement activities for the participants.

5th International Entrepreneurship Summer School 2020 concludes
July 15-28, 2020: The AMAN-CED successfully concluded the
two-week 5th International Entrepreneurship Summer School (IESS)
2020 course. Faculty members from Thailand, USA, Qatar, Canada,
USA, Australia and Kenya imparted their knowledge to 80
undergraduate and graduate students from across the globe. This
course was particularly designed for people who were interested in
new venture creation, belonged to family businesses, intrigued by
social entrepreneurship and those looking forward to exploring their
potential in teaching and research in the domain of entrepreneurship. Dr. S Akbar Zaidi joined the concluding ceremony as the chief
guest, during which he interacted with IESS students.

Online Summer Entrepreneurship Camp held for kids
July 15-21, 2020: The AMAN-CED conducted Online Summer Entrepreneurship Camp (SEC) for kids based on online experiential learning. The camp brought
together children aged 8-12 from several countries including Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, USA, Bahrain and Pakistan. Along with fun-filled online
activities and effectual learning, the program offered participants the opportunity to explore their entrepreneurial ideas, develop an entrepreneurial mindset and
learn core values. The camp concluded with a graduation ceremony, in which the ED was the chief guest, while Professor Hans Michael Guelich, Director
Entrepreneurship and Industry Collaboration at Stamford International University, Thailand, was invited as a guest of honor.
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Faculty
Promotions
Join us in congratulating our faculty members from the Department of Economics and Department of Social Sciences and Liberal Arts for their hard earned and
well-deserved promotions.

For more details: https://www.iba.edu.pk/faculty-promotions2020.php

CEE Highlights
Webinar held on managing stress
July 3, 2020: The CEE-SDP organized a webinar on Learning How to Reduce and Manage Stress. Speaker of the webinar was Chairperson FPCCI National Standing
Committee on Women Education and Training Ms. Aisha Malik, who is also a certified soft skill corporate trainer and motivational speaker. The webinar provided
a good understanding of stress and its side effects and practical ideas for reducing workplace stress, enhancing our overall wellbeing and improving work-life
balance. Nearly 190 people participated in the webinar from Pakistan and other countries.

Online development camp organized for teachers
June 17-July 5, 2020: The CEE-SDP designed and conducted an online Teachers’ Development Camp (TDC), comprising 13 courses on effective ways of teaching
and managing students. 28 teachers participated from renowned schools across the country.

CEE, IFMP hold webinar on Investment Strategies under Covid-19
July 13, 2020: The IBA-CEE, in collaboration with Institute
of Financial Markets of Pakistan (IFMP), organized a
webinar on Investment Strategies under Covid-19. Speakers of this webinar included MD KASB Securities, Asif
Arsalan Soomro and President CFA Society Pakistan &
Chief Investment Officer MCB, Muhammad Asim. The
virtual session was moderated by Senior Policy Specialist,
Government of Pakistan, Faheem Sardar.

Transitional Managers Toolkit weekend program
July 18-August 8, 2020: The CEE-SDP conducted a five-module online program Transitional Managers Toolkit specially designed for new managers and technical
executives aspiring to step into management. The program provided a unique blend of the most important skills required for executives taking up management
positions. It gave them an insight to the management world and case studies that indulged them to think like managers and team leads. Eight participants from
different sectors participated in this weekend program.

Guest speaker session on Supply Chain Finance Recent Advancements
July 27, 2020: Academic Director Supply Chain Finance Community (SCFC) Dr. Luca Mattia Gelsomino, was invited by faculty member, Dr. Rameez Khalid, to
connect to students of Supply Chain Modelling and Simulation course from the Netherlands. The title of his talk was Supply Chain Finance (SCF): Recent
Advancements, which focused on SCF basics around the Reverse Factoring model and the drivers of SCF: Financial SC, Risk Management & Social Performance.
He then discussed the future SCF trends and developments with examples from Puma, Nike and Levi’s. The session concluded with a Q&A session.
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